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City defers
discussion
on parking
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A bit more to the left, OK?

Report delayed
until next week
By Rosanno Alejandro
The San Jose City Council
yesterday afternoon voted to defer
an SJSU parking alternative report,
discussion and decision to next
Tuesday’s Council meeting.
The deferment was made
because three Council members and
City Manager Francis Fox were
absent.
Mayor Janet Gray Hayes, Vice
Mayor Iola Williams, Councilman
Claude Fletcher and Fox were attending a League of Cities meeting
in San Diego.
The city staff report to have
been read at yesterday’s Council
meeting included what parking

Dorm skirmish gets escort fired
By Pamela Steinriede
Charges stemming from an Oct. 11 fist fight between a SJSU evening
guide and a resident hall director have been dropped and the guide fired.
Will Koehn, Royce Hall director, has decided not to press charges
against Vernon Van, who was originally accused of assault and battery after
the late-night incident outside the dorm.
"In retrospect, I think we were both wrong," Koehn. "I am partly to
blame for what happened that night."
Meanwhile. Van has been relieved of his duties as a night escort guide
because of the incident, according to University Police.
"I certainly think it was totally unjust that I was dismissed," Van said.
"I don’t like the way the whole thing has been handled," he said. "I was
tired, and that is the bottom line."
Van also criticized the Spartan Daily and said articles printed regarding
the incident were biased toward Koehn.
Koehn originally claimed that Van struck him several times after he
asked Van to quit "pounding" on the San Fernando street entrance to Royce.
Koehn suffered a cut lower lip in the fight, according to University
Police records.
Van, who stated he was called to Royce to escort a woman, later signed a
police statement that alleged Koehn had started the fight.
Van stated he was attempting to make a phone call to find the woman he
was supposed to escort, and Koehn followed him.
"Koehn would not let me go about my business," Van stated. "He kept
shouting in my face."
Other evening guides expressed outrage at Van’s release from his job.
"If it was any other type of situation and not one with a RD (resident
director), Van never would have been fired," said John Stipichevich. an
SJSU evening guide.
Congnued on page 6

President Fullerton
was notified only
two hours before
the session that
the report would
be deferred.
alternatives the city was recommending be rejected, according to
Joe Perez, city parking contract
coordinator.
Those alternatives the city was
against included closing San Carlos
Street between Fourth and 10th
streets, eliminating the permit -only
parking zone east of 10th Street,
using carpools and the Municipal
Stadium parking lots and having
County Transit shuttle students to
and from the stadium.

Students fall behind
paying SJSU loans
Default rate stands at 7.4 percent,
down from 22 percent in 1977

were
alternatives
Those
rejected because of their cost. Perez
said.
However. SJSU representatives
were planning to recommend at
yesterday’s meeting that San Carlos
Street be closed even though it is
against the city’s master plan.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
was notified only two hours before
the 1:30 p.m. City Council session by
Assistant City Manager Dave
Boggini that the report would he
deferred
Fox said last week there was a
chance that the item would be
deferred, but the Council decided
only yesterday morning to do so.

Night guide
not charged
in fist fight

Roselle Hiegel (above) and Jean Candello practice their
occupational therapy across from the Robert LI Clark Library
last nday This movement is called the Botiath handling

Jon W boom
technique for patients with brain damage Candello is playing
the patient

SJSU students have fallen
behind on more than $1.2 million in
National Direct Student loan
payments.
That’s a default rate of 7.4
percent of the $28 million borrowed
from SJSU as of June, according to
Robert Hite, manager of the
financial aids business office.
However, the rate is down
considerably from the 22 percent at
which it was when Hite arrived in
1977.
Hite said the rate is fairly low.

Former SJSU gridder
now in broadcasting booth
Dave Ellis still feels pre-game tension
By Brian Wong
,i like to be coming out of
the tunnel," Dave Ellis
said with a laugh. "My
mind tells me, but the body doesn’t."
It was hours before last Saturday’s
SJSU home football opener against
Long Beach State and Ellis was once
again getting butterflies in his
stomach
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Eleven years ago, the butterflies
that bothered Ellis resulted from his
position as the Spartans’ starting
quarterback
Last Saturday’s butterflies were
of a different variety. Ellis was
making his first visit to Spartan
Stadium as a color commentator for
SJSU football on radid station KCBSAM.
"It’s been like’ two different
seasons being on the road and
coming horde," Ellis said prior to his
SJSU return. "I still suffer from
’mike fright.’ I’m getting a lot
better, but the find time I put on the
headsets at Oregon was the first
time lever had them on "

Dave Ellis (shown above) during his playing days as a Spartan Considered an above
average quarterback for SJSU in the 1971 season, he threw for 977 yards

Unlike color commentators and
former quarterbacks such as Don
Meredith and Fran Tarkenton, Ellis
didn’t consider a career in the booth

after his playing days ended.
Considered an above -average
quarterback, Ellis was one of three
team captains on the 1971 Spartan
football team. SJSU was 5-5-1 that
year. He threw for 977 yards and
graduated with a secondary
teaching credential.
Ellis had been toiling the past

the voice of the Spartans for a
decade. "He knows football inside
and out. He also has a clear voice."
Without any prior broadcasting
experience, Ellis did a tape
broadcast for KCBS and, obviously,
company officials liked what they
heard
"It seems like a natural thing t.

’It’s been like two different seasons being
on the road and coming home. I still suffer
from ’mike fright.’ (But) I’m getting a lot
better...’ ---Dave Ellis
couple of years as an assistant
football coach and handicapped
program instructor at Gavilan
Junior College before opportunity
knocked on his door.
KCBS had an opening for the
Spartans’ color job this year and
Ellis’ golf colleague, Hal Ramey,
SJSU’s play-by-play man, suggested
that he apply.
"I thought Dave would be
good," said Ramey, who has been

do." Ellis said. "I did not have a lot
of radio background. but I enjoy
watching and studying the game,
"I did have headsets on as a
player and in the pressbox as a
coach. I have the expertise to make
comments on the game. I guess it’s a
trade-off. I know the parts of football "
Playing the game and explaining it to a listening audience
are two different things, Ellis said
fled ast pop 6

He attributes it to a good staff,
working well with inadequate
facilities.
"We are trying to do something
about these people (defaulters) right
now," Hite said. He said the office
first tries to work with the individual: and if that doesn’t work,
the account is sent to two collection
agencies. If the collection agencies
are unsuccessful, the promissory
note for the account is sent to the
federal government and SJSU
writes the account off its books.
Hite said the federal government
is trying to pass legislation enabling
the government to take a person’s
tax refund to pay off a delinquent
loan.
SJSU foorwards delinquent
accounts to the Franchise Tax
Board in Sacramento, which deducts
the amount of the individual’s
refund and sends it back to SJSU as
repayment for the loan.
Final 1981-82 default rates for
the CSU system will be available
from the chancellor’s office in
November.

Library honors
ex-SJSU head
John Walquist
By Jacquie Toth
About 250 emeritus SJSU
faculty. faculty members,
alumni and staff members attended ceremonies in Morris
Dailey Auditorium Friday to
dedicate the old library on Four
and San Fernando streets to
former faculty member and
SJSU president John T
Wahlquist, now 83.
Although the CSU board of
trustees approved the naming of
the library more than a year ago.
Friday’s ceremonies marked the
official dedication of the building
in Wahlquist’s honor.
"The university is a meeting
place, a coming -together of
seekers and searchers," said
History Professor Charles
Burdick, University archivist
and keynote speaker at the event.
Carearami am pep 3
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It’s a one-way feud: Northern Californians love to hate the South
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: . I was introduced to the feud" in my dormitory
bathroom at SJSU. Reading the statements on the walls of
this ancient political institution indicated that people from
sNorthern California don’t like poeple from Southern
California.
Since those early days of enlightenment, I have come
to realize that disliking Southern California is what
Northern Californians like to do most.

By Tim Dutton
Stiff Writer

What is it about Southern Californians that provoke
northern folks to launch such assaults whenever Southern
California is mentioned?
It may be disappointing to you here in the north, but
the people in the south don’t know that a feud exists. It’s
yery nice that you live up here and all, but we don’t dislike
you. We didn’t even blame you for giving us the Medfly
last year.
The problem may be that northerners have a few
misconceptions about Southern California. Perhaps a few
points need lobe clarified.
First of all, all Southern Californians do not live in Los
Angeles, as Northern Californians like to assume. Most
snide remarks in Northern California are directed at Los
Angeles. I have lived in Southern California for 21 years,
and I’m not crazy about L.A. either.

Also, we do not s’t next to a celebrity at every sporting
event we attend. I’ve been to dozens of Dodger and Laker
games. and I have not shaken the hand of Paul Newman
even once.
Another butt of many jokes is the Southern California
freeway system. It’s true that my mother refuses to drive
her car anywhere near a freeway, but freeways are great
for people who have to drive long distances, and like to
defy death while doing so.
Anyway. Northern California has its own BART
system. It goes underground through one of the worst
earthquake areas in the world. And you think our freeway
system is funny?
It’s true that Southern Californians do like their cars
Like wow. without a car in the southland, you’re just
nothing. man.
But, I have not noticed a significant drop in the
number of cars on the roads of Northern California.
With the traffic and parking situation in San Francisco and around this campus, I find the argument that
Southern Californians drive too much hard to swallow.
And another misconception. All Southern Californians
are not immaculately dressed with gold chains dangling
around their necks. I own a pair of Levi’s, and my chain is
silver. And my tan is lousy.
Finally, all Southern Californians are not a threat to
anything related to the environment. We love clean air.
trees and plants. It’s just that with less and less open area
and more and more factories around, clean air and green
shrubbery become more difficult.
I even had a pine tree of my own once. I won it for
reading a lot of books at the library club. I managed to
touch this tree several times without killing it.
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But one day my dog bit the top off it and it died. The
dog was German, but the Southern California influence
The city is crowded, dirty and a pain to drive in. There must have overcome this background.
are also some very strange people who inhabit the
To sum it up, I guess Northern Californians will
downtown area. It sounds like another city I’ve been to -- always love to hate southern Californians because they
San Francisco.
want to. As long as that strong dislike is present, that
What if we just assume that all Northern Californians means fewer people will move to Southern California.
live in San Francisco? Or how about in Oakland? That
Besides, the image that Northern Californians have of
paints a pretty good picture of the average Northern their southern neighbors is pretty amusing, at least to a
Californian, doesn’t it?
Southern Californian.

Editor’s Notebook

Apathy may abound but the fire and fury still kindle in the heart
A young journalist visited to discuss his career. As I do with all
such visitors. I asked him to describe what he envisioned for
himself at that point in his career when he is doing that which he
wants to do. "I’ll be surviving, sir. That’s the name of the game
for me. survival. I’ll do whatever’s necessary to survive." He
never mentioned setting the world on fire.
Robert C. Maynard, editor of the
Oakland Tribune/East Bay Today

By Sant Shiled
Editor

That paragraph from one of Maynard’s Sunday columns this past
isrenmer haunted me as I walked from the near -empty room in the
Student Union to the comfortably -packed Pub.
: Knowing I would be writing a weekly column this semester. I had
:decided to check out how other editors approached the task. While
:hibking through several of Maynard’s "Letter from the editor". I read
:Sdat one headlined "College class of ’82" no one is laughing."
wrote about the lowering expectations of young
. : .: Maynard
.
Attericans, the changing American dream and an America sad,
:kinking inward and running scared.
"Ha!" I said, "Now there’s something I can write about." I saw
leyser signs of a diminishing of the American spirit this summer than
Miynard did.
While he pointed to high interest rates and the legacy of Vietnam, I
looked at the growing anti-nuclear movement here and abroad and a
revolt against Reaganomics.
I heard of 700,000 people gathering in Central Park, N.Y., and
--although I could not visualize such a sight on the great lawn, the
thought of it invigorated me.
The people I know, my journalistic colleagues and friends,
compared the early 1980s to the early 1960s and we all felt the winds of

change upon us
The world, it seemed would be set on tire -- one %kit!, or another
And then came fall.
Suddenly, more people were concerned with the NFL strike than a
nuclear first -strike capability. More of my friends were worried about
getting any sort of job than about doing that which they "most wanted
to do," as Maynard put it.
Events this semester at SJSU did nothing to give me reason to
take heart.
When students were needed to rally at City Hall -- to help
themselves out of a ridiculous parking situation -- they failed. Of the
110 who showed up, more than half were assigned to as part of a
journalism class.
The letters we at the Daily received were almost always on the
same issues and often written by the same people.
And then finally, last week, the fiery world seemed all but a faint
ember, smoldering in a rain of apathy.
We had scheduled a "Meet the Editors" session in the Student
Union. As a reporter last semester. I covered the last Daily -sponsored
gripe session.
And gripe session it was. More than 120 showed up. They
represented fraternities, minorities, politicians and a splendid cross
section of campus groups ready to talk, listen, complain and question.
But last week there were few complaints, hardly any talking.
much listening and many questions.
The headline read "Empty chairs, silence greet Daily editors "
What happened over the course of a semester? Were we doing that
good a job? Were all the groups who attended last semester’s sessions
placated to peaceful coexistence?
Or was the fire subdued, leaving no hope of change, stz.gnat ion and
a desire merely to survive?
Walking into the Student Union I felt a tenseness in my gut. It was
a fear of readers, I thought, who would be irate, upset and wanting
answers to tough questions.
But on the way out I realized my fear was not of the readers’ ire,
but of the lack of it. Maynard’s column seemed to be more accurate
than the response to A I had planned. The cool winds of apathy blew
close to home and I headed to the Pub to put out the last remaining
embers with a cold beer.

I was disappointed but not disheartened. Later, a reporter asked
me about the low turnout. Was apathy the reason? Would the Daily
sponsor another session with its readers?
Dare it, I thought.
I told the reporter to think what would have happened at such a
session had it occurred in the ’60s. We are now a generation drowning
in a sea of apathy. The desire to get a job has replaced a desire to fight
the system.
In the ’60s commercial daily newspapers were attacked as supporters of a corrupt establishment. Underground papers started all
over the country and college dailies often helped spark the dissent.
Students were demanding and a "Meet the editors" session would
be guaranteed to be a hot one.
But now there is little dissent being sparked, few underground
papers and no guarantees.
If you want to spark anything it must be very well planned; the
movers and shakers of the ’80s are all above ground and the closest
thing you can get to a guarantee is to write a personal letter to all
concerned -- and hope it’s read more than junk mail.
Well, readers, take this as a personal invitation. We will dare to
have another "Meet the editors" session. We will still cover the issues
that should be sparking more than a little dissent.
More may attend a Saturday night football game or a Friday night
party than a Tuesday evening City Council session but I still disagree
with Maynard.
Maybe people just need to be kicked more. And there is no lack of
those willing to kick.
Unemployment is at a record high and homes are still beyond
reach of most of us. Kick.
The costs of going to school are rising by the minute and a college
degree is more and more a prerequisite to drive a cab or be a grocery
clerk. Kick.
And recreation and events are the things people seem to care
about.
The kicks keep coming but the spark won’t die.
The quote from Maynard’s column may have been a depressing
one to me last week, but now I think of another.
To him who does not know the world is on fire. I have nothing to
say.
Bert holt iirecht

TALKMAN
’Should Israel be expelled from the United Nations?’

Asked in front of Clark Library.

"No. I believe this
country supported Israel,
and it is more or less a base
in the Middle East, politcatty and militarily. It’s
like a foothold I believe in
the Middle East for the
United States. From my
cut feeling. It shouldn’t be
pelted."
jr, Talialmsli
Ind/atoll amp
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"Yeah I say they
should. I don’t like the way
they’ve been acting lately.
I think they went a little bit
too far (in Beirut) and I
don’t like what they’ve
been doing. I think the
United States should stand
behind Israel; they should
be our friends, we should
be their friends, but
they’ve taken it a little bit
too for
Chariene Gibart
Matary
graduate student

"No. Everyone has a
right to participate and if
you kick out everyone’s
whose view you don’t agree
with there’s no point in
having a U.N."
Tim Orem
NOM
seder

"No I don’t think
anybody should be expelled
if the United Nations is
going to work. If you start
expelling people. then you
aren’t going to be working
together. I don’t think the
body would work. It
wouldn’t be a functioning
body If you expel somebody
from it "
Molds Madsen
Hesidry
graduate student

"Begin, being the
spokesman for everyone
and being in control, seems
to be directing the country
in such a way that they’re
causing problems and not
obeying any of the decided
issues. I feel that they
should be put to a very
strict examination and be
given the threat that if they
don’t adhere to the princicples decided upon by the
U.N. then they should be
expelied. At least the U.N.
should be a little stricter
with them and decide
exactly what the standard
Is that they have to meet
and if they don’t meet that
standard then they’d he
expelled "
John Howl
Ingnaarng
aophomor
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LIBRARY DEDICATION

John T. Wahlquist

Jan Memo

Cusitmumt ham pap
"Wahlquist was a man who understood that
dream," Burdick said This building and its contents
provide the most enduring monument to his contributions...
Wahlquist, who was present at the ceremonies,
was the 17th president of SJSU. He was a faculty
member and president of the university between 1952
and 1964.
Prior to joining the faculty here, Wahlquist taught
at the University of Utah for 26 years and was dean of
its School of Education for ii years.
In his commencement speech in 1953, Wahlquist
announced the construction of the library, and was
responsible for library expansion projects in 1956 and
1961.
While president, Wahlquist also added 85 percent
more student reader spaces to the library and doubled
its amount of books.
Summing up Wahlquist’s accomplishments,
William Dusel, former SJSU executive vice president,
said Wahlquist increased enrollment during his
presidency by 150 percent.
He was also responsible for increasing available
student financial aid from $1,000 in 1952 to more than $1
million by the end of 1964, Dusel said.
Anther K. Lund, A.S. president in 1954, recounted

the student perspective under Wahlquist’s presidency
during the ceremonies.
"He tnade it clear that student activities only
existtd because he chose that they exist," Lund said of

’He was interested in the quality
of life. During difficult years he
insisted on excellence.’
Wahlquist. "It was a different era, but we bent the
rules a little in those days."
Representing the community’s view of the
Wahlquist administration was Halsey Burke, an appointee to the first SJSU president’s advisory board.
"He was very interested in the quality of life at the
university," Burke said of Wahlquist. "During very
difficult years of rapid growth, he insisted on I.igh
standards of excellence."
William Sweeney, former faculty member and
dean of education at SJSU during the Wahlquist years,
said it was the former president’s "professional
ethics" that he remembered most.

"During the 12 years Wahlquist served here,"
Burke said, "I don’t remember him ever making a
derogatory remark regarding a faculty or staff
member."
"It is a great honor to have a building named ir. my
honor," Walquist said of the dediction. "This library
has served its purpose -- tens of thousands of students
have been served by that building."
identified what he
In his speech,Wahlquist
considers his two major accomplishments during his 12
years at SJSU.
During his presidency. Wahlquist said, he was
responsible for obtaining accreditation for SJSU’s
engineering program and establishing a graduate
engineering program.
"Also, when I came here, business was teaching
stenography and bookkeeping," he said. "But as time
has gone by, we have developed a great business
school."
Closing the ceremonies, SJSU Presidenty Gail
Fullerton unveiled a plaque which dedicates the
library building to Wahlquist.
The plaque reads: "The production of as many
free minds as possible is, no doubt, the first duty of
higher education, especially in a democracy -- John T.
Walquist, May 1,1953."

Art Gallery holds its own despite budget reductions
By Michael Vaughn
The SJSU Art Gallery is operating at a normal level
despite a tight budget and small staff.
Director Michael Crane said the gallery received
$9,600 in A.S. funds this year.
"That’s a $2,000 cut from last year," he said, "but
we’re living with it."
The gallery will feature eight guest artist exhibits this
year, the same number as last year.
"I think we’re presenting a pretty good level of
shows," Crane said.
The gallery is currently showing works of Joyce
Treiman, a Los Angeles painter, until Oct. 27.
"The problem is, we are only staffed with part-time

folks," Crane said.
Two part-time gallery attendants and a part-time
clerical assistant comprise the gallery staff..
Crane said the gallery serves purposes for both the
Art Department and the university.
"I think our status goes beyond our means," he said.
"The gallery is part of the instructional arm of the
department, as well as public relations for the unviersity.
We’ve been covered quite a lot by the media.
"I think sometimes it (the gallery) is perceived as a
’nice f rill.
Crane teaches a course titled "Museum and Gallery
Operations" (Art 199ABl that is directly related the the

gallery. According to Crane, the course teaches "survival
skills" the students in organizing art exhibits.
He said many former students of the course are now
working in Bay Area art galleries.
Art professors often bring their classes to the gallery
for presentaions, he said, and community members are
also attracted to the shows.
Crane said one answer to the gallery’s budget
problems is to gain support for private industry. He said
more grants are given to performing arts like symphony
orchestras and ballets than for visual arts.
"The visual arts are pretty well strapped," he said.
"That’s the situation all over the country."

Several of the Art Gallery exhibits last year had been
paid for through private grants -- none have been this
year.
The gallery’s next exhibit, from Nov. 2 to 30, will be a
group show by 20 Chicano artists, "the emerging new
guard of the Chicano art movement," according to the
gallery program.
Crane said a "tremendous amount of contributions"
had been received for the Chicano exhibit, in the form of
entertainment -- a mariachi band -- and refreshments
for the opening-day reception.
He said the gallery could also use cash contributions

University Night entertainers raise more than $80,000
A nearly sold -out audience listened to the music of
Carmen Dragon and the San Jose Symphony Orchestra,
the San Jose Concert Choir, and the Kingston Trio at the
San Jose Center for the Performing Arts Sunday night.
The University Night performance raised between
880,000 and $90,000, according to Jim Kennedy, the
representative of the alumni for University Night. Last
year’s University Night, the first one ever, raised about
$52,000, he said.
The money from Alumni Night goes to the SJSU
Alumni Association and the Spartan Foundation, according to Kennedy.
The Spartan Foundation sponsors athletic grants, and
the Alumni Association donates funds to the International
Center, the dean’s scholarships, the marching band, a
special fund and a building fund, according to Kennedy.
Conductor Carmen Dragon, a 1934 SJSU graduate,
was sponsored by the Chevron Corp. Dragon did Chevron

Slideshow
to be shown
to foreign
students
Slide shows about
are
abroad
studying
scheduled throughout the
inform
semester to
students about the In Studies
t e rna t iona I
Program.
The next show will be
given Oct. 25 from 2 to 4
p.m. in the Women’s Gym,
rm. 148.
are
slides
The
presented by students who
have studied abroad, who
are then available to answer questions.
According to Karen
O’Neal, a student who will
give some of the shows, the
slides include information
on all the countries that
offer year -long study
programs. Those countries
include Sweden, Italy,
Japan, Mexico, China,
Spain, Canada and France,
among others.
The deadline to apply
for the program is Feb. 9.
slide -show
For
schedules or more information call the Office of
International Programs at
277-3781 or go to Dwight
Bente! Hall, rm. 216.
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Lowest Fares to
EUROPE

this winter
London from $649/r
Amsterdam from 5649
Frankfurt from $699 r
Paris from $798/r.t
Zurich from 57401r I
Brussels from $728 r

IMAGINE.
GETTING PAID TO TALK
ON THE PHONE
CWEEKN iCiHTS
AND
SATURDAYS
-60
0.

400
an hour
GUARANTEED

’

BRITISH
EUROPEAN
TRAVEL
1080 Salatuga As C
San Jose, 951 29
984-7576

Standard School Broadcasts from 1949 to 1975, and the
company still sponsors his musical efforts. The Kingston
Trio was sponsored by the Showtime company.
Dragon started the show with "America the
Beautiful." Saying that this was "a show to let you relax
and let your hair down," Dragon put the audience into
what he called the proper spirit by asking everyone to kiss
the person next to them. Dragon said he plays that game
with the audience everywhere he goes.
Fifty years ago, Dragon had a I4-piece band at SJSU,
he said during a part of the performance in which he

reminisced about his life. The band played dance gigs for
fraternities in such places as the old men’s gym and the
ballroom of the Saint Claire Hotel.
The Carmen Dragon band was the house band at the
Sweets Hotel in Oakland when Duke Ellington played
there, Dragon said. As the house band. Dragon’s 14 -piece
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SCHOOLS/PROGRAMS including the
U.C. Campuses, Stanford, and man%
others will be here.
11:00 Panel Discussion of Admissions,
Financial Aid, & Testing Concern,,
Almaden Room, S.U.

CALL TODAY
DIAL AMERICA MARKETING INC.

984-7151
After I p.m.
1340 Si...". (eels Blvd Suae 64

25C Service Charge on All Checks
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GRADUATE
STUDY DAY

Still not sure about Grad School,
A representative from USC’s
SCHOOL OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
will be on campus to talk about
SPRING 1983
GRAD SCHOOL OPPORTUNITIES
Wednesday, October 20. 1982
When:
Where:
SJSU Student Union
Time:
10:00 a .m . to 2:00 p.m.

12:00-3:00 Graduate School Information Tables.
Ballroom, S.U.
For more info. call: 277-2272
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promise a hot, nutritious
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group had to play the first half-hour before Ellington’s
band appeared, so Dragon decided to have his band play
all of the Ellington songs it knew.
When Dragon told him that he had taken them from
what he had heard on the radio.Ellington called his band
out to play with the Dragon band, Dragon said.

Fast,
Free
Delivery
Call us.
510 S. 10th
San Jose, CA

Our Superb
Cheese Pizza
12" small $ 4 40
16" large $ 6.9 3
Domino’s Deluxe
5 items I the price of 4
Pepperoni, Mushrooms
Onions, Green Peppers,
and Ground Beef.
1 2" small $750
16" large $1153
Additional Items
Pepperoni, Mushrooms
Ham, Onions, Anchovies
Green Peppers Olives,
Sausage. Ground Beef.
Hot Peppers Double
Cheese. Extra Thick Crust
12" pizza $ 85 per item
16" pizza $1 25 per item
We use only 100% real
dairy cheese

r

$2.00

$ 2.00 off any 16" pizza
with two items, or more.
One coupon per pizza.
Fast, Free Delivery
510S. 10th Street
San Jose, CA
Phone: 298-4300
1-XPiRFS 10 30 02

Free
Coke!
I fret’ quart of Coke
with any pizza.
One coupon per pizza
Fast, Free Delivery
510 S. 10th Street
San Jose, CA
Phone: 298-4300
EXPIRES 103082

Our drivers carry
less than $20 00
Limited delivery area
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A broken Finger
won’t stop Ward
from sitting still
tiv14o,ialdRISVe$
The second guess is
about as popular with
athletes as poison ivy is
with nudists and fleas with
dogs. But, senior forward
Bridget Ward has to be
wondering "What if?" to
this very day.
Ward. 21, who has
contributed two goals and
two assists thus far this
season, has been relegated
to reserve status after
breaking the little finger on
her left hand while trying
to stop a drive in the Lady
Sparta’ 3 -em’ Chico State
back on Oct. 2.
"Breaking my finger
was a really freak thing,"
Ward said. "I was trying to
stop one of their center
halfbacks’ drives in the
first half and she got me
with her stick. I ddin’t
really think that much of it
then because we iced it at
halftime and I went back
out and played the second
half. I even scored two
goals."
A 1982 National Sports
Festival participant, Ward
has been used sparingly the
past four games. The 5foot -1 human performance
major saw late second
period action in SJSU’s 3-2
win over California.
Meanwhile, she played

in both overtime periods
against Long Beach State
andmade one of the Lady
Spartans’ five penalty
stroke goals to lead SJSU to
a 2-1 overtime win.
"It’s been so hard to
stand on the sidelines these
past four games," Ward
said. "After being a starter
for so long, you get conditioned to being in there
all the time. I’ve always
been the kind of person that
has to keep moving. I just
can’t sit still, it seems."
According to field
hockey coach Carolyn
Lewis, Ward will return to
the starting line-up this
weekend when the Lady
Spartans trek to Berkeley
for the California Invitational. It will be the
first time io weeks that
Ward had started at her
left
outside
forward
position.
"I really wanted to go
slow with Bridget," Lewis
said. "I didn’t want to take
the risk of her reinjuring
her finger so I only used
her when we needed some
fresh drives or when we got
into the penalty stroke
situation.
With Ward back in the
line-up, the No. 12
nationally -ranked Lady

SJSU bald hockey player Bridget Ward was relegated to reserve status after breaking the little finger
on her left hand against Chico State earlier this month. Used sparingly the four games after her injury.

Spartans now have their
king trio of JeankGilberenine goals), Melanie
Johnson (five goals), and
Ward back in tact.

getting to the point where
was pleased with my play
again after such an awful
start in the Long Beach
Invitational."

"It’ll be nis again,"
Ward said. "I was just

Ward, who according
to Lewis is one of the top 90

players in the country,
made it all the way to "A"
Camp in the USA Field
Olympic
Hockey
Development Program this
past summer
As a result, she will

Jon Winants
Ward will be put back into the Lady Spartans’ starting line up this weekend when they travel to
Berkeley to participate in the California Invitational.

automatically be invited to
Colorado Springs, Colo., to
try out for the 1983 National
Sports Festival team and
has a good chance of
making the 1984 Olympic
Team.
"Bridget has a very

good chance of making the
1984 Olympic Team,"
Lewis said. "She’s very
aggressive and has a good,
hard shot on goal."
Cut from the 1978 SJSU
field hockey squad, Ward
came back the very next

year and made the junior
varsity team. She improved so rapidly by
playing on the J.V. team
that as a sophomore she
split her time between the
varsity and J.V. levels.
Cenanald en mei

Healing Spartans look to rebound Saturday
By Michael McIntyre
The SJSL’ Spartan lootball squad will be as healthy as
it has been all season when Saturday night’s Homecoming
game against Fresno State’s Bulldogs rolls around.
The only Spartans who remain questionable for the
crucial test against PCAA rival Fresno State are defensive tackle LeCarter Washington and defensive end Tim
Ma kela
Washington sprained an ankle against the California
Golden Bears in a 26-7 Spartan loss on Oct. 2 at Berkeley’s
Memorial Stadium. He has not seen action in either the 3816 win over Fullerton State or last week’s 22-21 loss to the
Long Beach State 49ers.
The junior tackle is still listed by team trainer Charlie
Miller as "questionable" for Saturday night’s contest at
Spartan Stadium.

Nlakela. a reserve defensive end, injured his tailbone
during the Fullerton State game and did not play against
the 49ers either.
The junior end is also listed as "questionable" by
Miller for the Bulldog matchup.
Both players’ conditions will be updated as the week
progresses.
Fullback Roy Smelly began participating in regular
drills on Monday for the first time since SJSU upset the
Stanford Cardinal 35-31 on Sept. 18 in Stanford Stadium.
The senior runner suffered a sprain of the right knee
against Stanford in the first half and has not seen action of
any kind until Monday’s practice.
Smelly returns two weeks after the Spartans other
fullback, Ron Thornburg, came back impressively

Kearse extended his consecutive gaine pass catching
against the Fullerton State Titans.
Miller said that Smelly will almost assuredly suit up streak to 28 with with his pair of receptions.
action.
to
see
expected
is
also
Clarkson threw for 242 yards against the 49ers to raise
for the Frexstate game and
Many Spartan football records were either tied or
his career total as a Spartan to 6,043 yards, just 96 shy of
nearly tied in last Saturday’s loss to Long Beach State.
the second highest all-time SJSU total of 6,139 held by
Wide receiver Tim Kearse, who also returned a Craig Kimball. The all-time Spartan leader in passing
kickoff 100 yards for a touchdown the first time the
yardage is Ed Luther with 7,190.
Spartans touched the ball, caught two passes from
Clarkson also trails Kimball by only two touchdown
quarterback Steve Clarkson to knot former SJSU tailback passes for the all-time SJSU mark in that category.
Gerald Willhite for the all-time reception lead at 125.
Kimball threw 50 scores in his Spartan days, while
Kearse also established a school record for most Clarkson’s eight-yard strike to wide receiver Eric
kickoff return yardage in a game. His 149 yards broke the
Richardson raised his career total to 48.
old mark of 140 yards by Walt Robinson against the
SJSU kicker Mike Berg needs only three points to
California Golden Bears on Oct. 22, 1976. The touchdown become the first PCAA player to ever reach the 200-point
return was the first for the Spartans in over six years.
plateau.

Kt

1:4
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Psi Chi will sponsor a
speech by Dr. Robert
Naughton on the issue of
child abuse at 12:30 today
in Dudley Moorhead Hall,
rm9 308for further inxat
Jean Kilcourse at 277-8714.
Dan Hoffman, a Santa
Clara attorney, will speak
on the gun control initiative
at noon today in the S.U.
Amphitheater. The event is

sponsored by the SJSU
Students For Peace. For
more information call Jay
Tompt at 374-1661 or 4966225.
The Student Health
Service will offer short
films on preventative
health care, from 10 a .m. to
2 p.m. today in the Student
Union. For more information call Health

Educator Oscar Battle at
277-2222.
The A.S. Program
Board and Students For
present
will
Peace
"Blockading the Bombmakers" at 2 p.m. today in
the S.U. Costanoan Room.
For more information call
Del Chastain at 926-9687.
Student Health Service

will offer blood pressure
screening and health information from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m.morrow in the Student
Union in front of the A.S.
Business Office. For more
information call Health
Educator Oscar Battle at
277-2222.
Campus Ministry will
have a luncheon from 11:30
a.m. to 1 p.m today at the

Campus Ministry will
have a Bible study at 4 p.m.
today in Hoover Hall, Main
Lounge. For more information call Norb Firnhaber at 298-0204.

College Republicans Wahpepah entitled "A
will meet at 2 p.m. today in Native Emerierspective on
the S.U. Pacheco Room.
the Arms Race," at noon
tomorrow in the S.U.
KSJS will feature as its Amphitheater. For more
alum of the week "It’s rd" information
call
Del
by the Who, at 10:15 p.m. Chastain at 926-9687.
tomorrow on FM 91.
Spartan Oriocci will
The A.S. e rog have a Chinese Martial
am Board and SJSU Arts Demonstration at 7:30
Students for Peace will tonight in the S.U.
sponsor a speech by Bill Ballroom.

STUDENT UNION FORUM

1st oct. OFF COUPON ON ALL RENTAL’

Machine World
Typewriter
Rentals

Campus Christian Center.
A donation of 81 is
requested. For more information call Norb Firnhaber at 298-0204.

FOR
INFORMATION
246 3126

l’ONSORED BY SUI’140

THE NUCLEAR nr

DEBATE

Speakers:

Money Back Warranty

Dr. Steven Bardwell, Editor of Fusion Magazine and the
Plasma Phisics Director of Fusion Energy Foundation.
and
Doug Mattern, Secretary General of World Citizens
Assembly,

Sales & Repairs
Free Repair Estimates
Weekly, Monthly Rental Rater,
(Corner of Winchester 8. Stevens Creek

the group
gathers.\ here

TODAY 12:30 PM
STUDENT UNION UPPER PAD

5
STUDENTS P14ILK4tAm Hi iAta
VilkjakD
JOSE STATE ONIVEIESIIN

/

The Ad Club will have a
speech about cable TV by
Bob Hosfeldt at 6 tonight in
the S.. Amaden Room.
Semana Chicana will
meet at 3 p.m. todesin H’.
For more information call
Charlie at 277-3634.

p.m. today in
Dudley
Moorhead Hall, rm. 208.
The
African
Awareness Month planning
committee will discuss
coming events at 4:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the S.U.
Council Chambers.
Baptist Student Union
will have a Bible study at
11:30 today in ’the S.U.
Montalvo Room. Rick
Muchow of the Warm
Springs Baptist Church will
be the guest speaker.
BBFFO MORE INFORMATION CALL 14151
657-7679.

Campus Christian
Center will hold a "Meet
and Eat" luncheon from
Dr. Carl Chevallard 11:30 to 1 p.m. tomorrow in
will conduct the Symphonic Jonah’s Wail, 10th and San
Hand at 8:15 tonight in the Carlos streets. For more
Concert Hall. Darrell information call Natalie
Johnston will guest conduct Shiras at 298-0204.
and SEEN Barnhill will
Chicana Alliance will
solo on bass trombone.
Donation is $2 for adults, $1 have an election meeting at
for students and senior 12:30 p.m. tomorrow in SH
214. For more information
citizens.
call Gloria at 277-3634.
MECHA will meet at 3
The Overcomers will
present the movie "A
Distant Thunder" at 7:30
tonight in the S.U.
Costanoan Room. For
more information call John
Miller at 279.2133

WI

CM

DR. DANIEL ELLSBERG
Oct. 28, 1982

OH

Thursday, 8 p.m.
Morris Dailey Auditorium
Daniel Ellsberg was a nuclear weapons strategist in four
presidential administrations. He first came to national
attention in 1971 for releasing "The Pentagon Papers"
detailing America’s involvement in Vietnam. In recent
ve years he has focused his energy on educating the public
4 about how to halt the arms race. Dr. Ellsberg is regarded
as one of the leading spokespersons in the US on nuclear
weapons issues.
1

Sal JOSE ART
HOURS

87 Valley Fair Center 365 San Antonio Road
San Jose. Calif 95128 Mt. View, Calif 94040
941-3600
249-8700
VF. M -F 9-9/Sat 9-5:30/ Sun 12-5; MV, M -Sat 9-5:30 )

N’s
"
/,
,

Tickets: $3." in advance, $4." at the door
Advance tickets will be available following every forum or they can hipurchased during normal business hours from the A.S. business offlii.

FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

kinkots copIes
13 P.M. De San Antonio
211-4338
III E. San Wes Si.
211-5511

NI?
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HOWIE AND HIS BARNYARD PALS

WARD
Continued from page 4
"I’ve always

loved
field hockey which is
probably why 1 didn’t give
up after I didn’t make the
1978 squad," Ward said. "I
fell in love with the sport
when I lived in New Jersey
and the love affair is still
going strong."
Ward, who prepped at
San Jose’s Leland High
School, played her first
year on the varsity level
last year. She scored ony
one goal but, according to
Lewis, was instrumental in
leading the Lady Spartans

P ocrwic YouCiE 11LIIIi r
BEEN VERY
GOOD KEEPING
TO YOUR FA6T.,

to a 9-3-3 overall record and
a fifth place finish in the
NCAA Championships.
"Last year, I felt tqit
was my role to bring the

ball down the field and set
up opportunties for other
people to score," Ward
said. "But, I gained so
much confidence and

AND

BASILIO AMARO

BECAU5E OF

THIS Val ’V E EARNED
A GuIPPAK III TH15
MC:REEL OF DRIED
!READ

experience by playing in
the sports festival that I
feel that I, alone, am
capable of scoring 10 goals
and 10 assists this year."

weAltro!’
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DEAL YOURSELF A WINNING HAND
ADVERTISE

IN THE

BANANAS

SPARTAN DAILY

Rob Suelflohn

(advertisement)
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ADVENTURE

Homecoming Game
Saturday Oct. 23, 7:00
. A Great Rivalry
. Post Game Fireworks Display
. Free pom-poms
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Stipichevich and guide Rick Peterson claim that
Koehn prevents them from performing their escort duties.
and purposefully agitates them.
"When the evening guides break ’the rules he feels he
has the authority to take action and teach us not to knock
on the doors," Stipichevich said.
"Sometimes we need to get in to check the lobby and
try to locate the woman we are supposed to escort," he
said. "I can tell you there are plenty of times when nobody
answers the phone, so we have to knock to get in."
Several Royce residents said Koehn has had
disagreements with night guides in the past.
Koehn said he has had problems with the guides

’I have expertise
to make comments
on the game. I
guess it’s a trade
off. I know football’

Several Royce residents
said Koehn has had disagreements with night
guides in the past.

-- Dave Ellis

Careinee tram peel
"The first year is really hard," he
said. "Not having any background,
they (KCBS) figured I’d make some
errors. I’m just starting to know the
players. I call this job ’the fear of the
unknown.’ All of a sudden
they’re doing something you haven’t
done before."
Ellis’ fears were clearly evident
before his first broadcast in Eugene,
Ore. To say he was a bit nervous would
bean understatement.
"He said he didn’t sleep well for
three days," Ramey said. "He was so
nervous. We went out to eat one night
and we’re good eaters, but he was
struggling with his prime rib sandwich.
"He’s a lot smoother (now ).The
only question was the pressure. He
compliments me perfectly. He points
out a lot of stuff I don’t see."
"I look at strategy," Ellis said.
"Hal follows the football. I try to find
something on offense or defense that
contributed to making it a good or bad
play.
"Hal is just so professional If 1 get

in trouble, I can look at him and he can
help me out."
When the Spartans opened the
season with five straight road games,
Ellis found himself checking in and out
of hotels again, a tribulation he had
endured as a player.
A family man ( wife Peggy sons
John Joseph, 3, and Christopher David,
1), Ellis has never enjoyed going on the
road.
"I’m not crazy about traveling,"
Ellis said. "I like my family too much. I
hadn’t been on the road since being a
player. It was back to going to the hotel,
studying films, lunch, practice, dinner
and going to bed to be ready for
kickoff."
Was it a good feeling to travel down
memory lane?
"I love football," Ellis replied. "I
reminisce of the days of Krazy George
(an SJSU football cheerleader). It
seems like 100 years ago. My son said
the other day, ’Daddy, I heard you on
the radio.’
"Yes, it’s really been fun."

before "because they often bang on the doors to gain
admittance to the dorm rather than using the telephone."
Stipichevich said Koehn has "harassed a lot of
guides," and Peterson said Koehn has caused problems
for him since he began working as an evening guide last
year.
Koehn said he is responsible for the safety of the
Royce residents, and that guides should not "pound on
doors to get inside the dorm.
"This is not the safest neighborhood, and my
residents don’t know who these people are at the door,"
Koehn said.
Stipichevich said several guides plan to try to solve
the problem "diplomatically."
"We are going to get with our sergeant so we can
alleviate this whole problem," Stipichevich said.

Socialist candidates send message to power elite;
U.S. military spending, schools covered in speech

Single parents increase;
need for more counseling
Sparks Saturday seminar

By Patrick Hays
The Peace and Freedom Party’s
gubernatorial candidate Elizabeth
Martinez, and its senatorial candidate.
David Wald, are not running for office with
the intention of winning.

By April Heath
Single parents have become norm rather than the
abnormal on campus, according to Jack Smolensky,
director of the San Jose Counseling Center and SJSU
professor of child growth and development.
By 1990. 25 percent of American children will be
raised by a single parent. Smolensky said.
Because of a growing number of requests for singleparent counseling, Smolensky is conducting a seminar
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday in Macquarrie Flail, rm.
324.
One semester unit is given.The fee is 640. To register
see the Continuing Education Office in Dwight Bentel
Hall, rm. 136B, or register at the beginning of class.
Smolensky said many single parents feel confused
and inadequate.
This feeling includes guilt because the other parent is
missing or because they have to be both parents.
Although the workshop will be taught by several
parent counseling specialists, the most valuable part of
the seminar will be group interactions with other parents.
Smolensky said.
"Single parents want to hear what other single
parents have to say," he said. "They want to learn that
they are OK."
arent participation will try to encourage discussion on
what other parents do in problem situations. "There is no
single, right way to react." Smolensky said.
Parents can say, "OK, maybe what I’m doing isn’t
quite working, so let’s try something else," Smolensky
said.
In the stress management workshop, students will
learn how to find and how to control their stress focal
points, he said.
The difference between discipline and punishment
will also be taught in a workshop. Also, another workshop
will help parents feel comfortable discussing sex with
their children, Smolensky said.

TEAR GAS TRAINING
Learn this effective and safe
method of self-defense on
Saturday, October 23rd
10:00am 12:30pm
Dudley Moorehead Hall I49A

Mee Loris

"That’s not what we are about,’4nez
said. Martinez and Wald spoke last
Tuesday in the S.U. Guadalupe Room. Pi
Sigma Alpha, the political science
honorary society, sponsored them.

Jahn Richard
Peace and Freedom party gubernatonal candidate Elizabeth Martinez speaks at SJSU last week

YOUR BSN IS WORTH AN
OFFICER’S COMMISSION
IN THE ARMY.
Your BSN means you’re a professional. In the Army, it also
means you’re an officer. You start as a full-fledged member of our
medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities,
P.O.Box 7713, Burbank, CA 91510.

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

What they are about, according to
Martinez, is showing the Democratic
Party that is does not automatically have
the votes of the "working people of
America."
"We have a message for the
Democratic Party: Don’t take the votes of
the working class for granted," she said.
Wald, on the other hand, said he
wasn’t interested in sending messages to
the Democrats. He said that Democrats
and Republicans represent the same
power elite, which he said rules America.
His real purpose in running is to begin a
new
anti -war,
anti-establishment
movement, he said.
Both Martinez and Wald are socialists,
in keeping with the party line of the Peace
and Freedom Party, they said.
The party was formed in 1967 as an
anti -war party. In 1974 the party took on a
socialist platform to expand its
philosophical scope, according to Wald.
The party proposes to cut the military
budget, raise spending for social

programs, cut taxes which fall heavily on
individuals and raise taxes on col:
porations, according to comments made
by Martinez and Wald during their
presentation.
Martinez said she would work to solve
problems facing public schools (crime,
lack of discipline, poor quality of
education) by increasing spending. She
added that she opposes tax incentives
which help private schools at the expense
of public schools.
Wald said that the problems of public
schools are a reflection of the malaise of
American’s capitalist society. He did not
elaborate, but said that students in Cuban
schools seemed more eager to learn than
American students.
Martinez said that the Peace and
Freedom Party supports Proposition 13.
the water resources initiative on this
November’s ballot, as a solution to
California’s water problems
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GRADUATES
Join the Watkins-Johnson
High Technology Team
. A company with two decades of recognized
manufacturing excellence.
A product line that puts us at the forefront of today’s
microwave electronics technology.
And, a company philosophy that encourages increasing
responsibility & advancement in an environment
uncommon to the industry

SJSI’ Continuing Education, 277-2182
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PART-TIME POSITIONS
WEEKDAYS & SUNDAYS

LATED STUDENTS
SAN JOE’
S STATE UNIVERSITY

FEE: $30.00 includes
lifetime permit and
authorized tear gas canister
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Openings exist in our Solid State
and Systems areas for those
individuals with good academic
records, flair for originality,
ability to solve problems and
degrees in the following:
BS, MS or PhD In
ELECTRICAL & MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
PHYSICS COMPUTER OR MATERIALS SCIENCE
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ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

Monday, October 25
We’d like to talk to you about your career.
Contact your placement office to arrange an appointment.
Watkins-Johnson locations include Palo Alto, Santa Cruz and San lose, California
and Gaithersburg, Maryland. Company benefits include tuition reimbursement.
cash bonus, profit sharing/stock plans, medical/dental, and liberal paid
vacation/sick leave and bi-annual performance reviews.
If interview date(s) not convenient,
please send resume to or contact
Peggy Zimmers, Watkins-lohnson
Company. 3333 Hillview Avenue.
WATK INS -JOHNSON
Palo Alto, CA 94304.
(415) 493-4141, Ext. 2114.
Equal opportunity employer m/f/h
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